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Celebrating a Virtual Lessons
and Carols
Emma Kim ’24

This past Thursday at 5:30 PM,
Lawrenceville’s annual Lessons
and Carols took place on a digital
platform for the first time. The prerecorded event, led by Hallelujah!
Chaplain Reverend Greg B. Jones,
Director of Spiritual and Religious
Life Reverend Sue Anne Steffey
Morrow H’12, and School Organist Tom Goeman, featured scripture
readings, music, and prayers.
The event started with an introduction from Morrow, followed by
a performance by Goeman of “O’
Come All Ye Faithful” on the organs and a prayer by Morrow.
“We pray for healing for all
of those who are sick, we pray
for comfort for those who have
lost loved ones, we pray for peace
throughout the world, and we pray
for hope that comes shining down
on all,” said Morrow.
After a reading by John Weaver
’21, there was a pre-recorded video
of the Lawrentians in 2018 performing “The Sussex Carol.” Next,
Ava Conyer ’21 gave a reading from
the Gospel of Luke, followed by
a performance from the Lawrentians in 2016 singing “Dixit Maria.”
Head of School Steve Murray H’54
’55 ’65 ’16 P’16 ’21 presented the
final reading, and the Lawrentians
from 2019 performed “Sure on
this Shining Night.” According to
Morrow, Director of Music Robert
Palmer assisted Morrow and Goeman “in carefully handpicking music and verses of scripture to reflect
the turbulence of the past year and
bring feelings of hope for the next.”
Given this year’s circumstances,
Morrow explained how the format
of the traditional Lessons and Carols had to be altered and shortened
to include only three readings and
three carols, instead of the six performed in previous years. However,
she still hoped to create a program
that would stay “true to the spirit of
Lessons and Carols and to the reality of this year.”

Murray read a scripture.

To finish the event, Jones delivered the Benediction, saying, “In
these extraordinary times, with
the joy of what our eyes have seen,
what our ears have heard, and what
our hearts have felt, go out into the
world, and may grace abound to each
and every one of you, [and] may love
be multiplied in your heart and life.”
Seeing as the event was prerecorded in early November before
Winter Term plans were finalized,
one of the biggest challenges Morrow experienced was filming an
event for mid-December in early
November. To prepare, Christmas
trees were ordered for Edith Memorial Chapel in early November, and
the altar was banked with Christmas
greens, silk flowers, and poinsettias,
with Visual Arts Teacher Gil Domb
P’17 filming and compiling everything.
“When
we
realized
that
Lawrenceville would most likely be
remote during the Winter Term, we
also realized that we want to find a
way to have Lessons and Carols so
that Lawrentians around the world
could draw together in this cherished Lawrenceville tradition,” said
Morrow.
Morrow also explained how she
wanted to “thread the occasion with
joy in the midst of the tragedies
of this year: the deaths of George
Floyd…, Breonna Taylor, and Rayshard Brooks...among others, the
pandemic, [and] not to mention the
vulnerability of our democracy.”
As a result, Morrow hand wrote
the openings and prayers, as opposed to using the traditional ones
from Kings College Cambridge as
was done in years past.
Isabel Sung ’21, a member of the
Lawrentians, reflected, “It’s definitely disappointing that we couldn’t
celebrate Lessons and Carols in person because it’s one of my favorite
events on campus, but [Morrow] did
a really great job of encapsulating
the feeling of being there in person.
It made me even more excited for
next year!”
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Kruse and Zelizer on “Divisive
Domestic Politics” in the U.S.

Kruse presented to the School community.

Claire Jiang ’24
This past Monday, from 7:00 PM
to 8:15 PM EST, the Lawrenceville
community gathered via Zoom to
attend the yearly Weeden Lecture,
which was mandatory for IV and
V Former students taking Honors
US History and Themes. Walter
Buckley ’56 P’96 ’99 GP’09 established the Weeden Lecture series in
1999 to honor the legacy of History
Teacher Chuck Weeden H’65 P’77
’79 ’87. In its past years, the Weeden
Lecture has featured many reputable
historians, including five Pulitzer
Prize recipients. The 2020 lecture
featured returning lecturers Princeton University Professor of History
and Public Affairs Julian E. Zelizer
and Princeton University Professor
of History Kevin M. Kruse.
Zelizer has written and coauthored 19 books, including
Taxing America: Wilbur D. Mills,
Congress, and the State, 1945-1975,
the winner of Ellis Hawley Prize
for Best Book on Political History
and the D.B. Prize for Best Book
on Congress. Kruse’s studies focus
on conflicts over race, religion, and
the civil rights movement. He won
the 2007 Francis B. Simkins Award
from the Southern Historical Association and the 2007 Best Book
Award in Urban Politics from the
American Political Science Association for his book White Flight:
Atlanta and the Making of Modern
Conservatism (2005).
To begin the lecture, Co-Chair
of the Interdisciplinary Studies
Program Erik Chaput H’20 and
History Teacher Regan Kerney
H’49 ‘95 ‘98 ‘99 ‘03 ‘11 introduced
Zelizer and Kruse’s recent book,
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Fault Lines: A History of the United
States Since 1974. According to Chaput, the book “explores the divisive
domestic politics that have come to
characterize the last 40 years of U.S.
history [and] pinpoints the country’s
entrenched polarization in the mid
1970s, a time when...many risks
began in the social order.”
Zelizer started off with an introduction to the beginning of Fault
Lines, explaining how the book is set
in the late 1960s and early 1970s, a
time period when “the U.S. felt like
it was on the cusp of falling apart.”
Zelizer shared how before the
fracture, between the 1930s and 70s,
“there had been a lot of countervailing
institutions…that pushed against the
fracture and the tension,” including a
strong trust in the U.S. government,
divides within individual political
parties that resulted in bipartisan
compromise, a booming economy,
and news media that had “a common
framework for what was going on in
the world.”
However, Zelizer explained how
President Richard Nixon’s handling of the Vietnam War and the
Watergate scandal of 1972 fueled
government distrust. “In 1964, 77
percent of Americans said that they
trusted their government...Within
a decade, this number grew to less
than 42 percent,” he said.
From here, Kruse spoke about the
expanding divide in U.S. politics and
people’s everyday lives. He noted
that “the media became increasingly fractured over these decades.
It changed from a fairly rigid and
uniform industry…dominated by
[a handful of ] major television networks and newspapers” to an industry
with more specialized media outlets

that provided news through partisan
perspectives, like Fox News. Kruse
added that the division in the U.S.
presented itself through less obvious
ways, like how all major news outlets
color-coded the electoral map with
red and blue for Republicans and
Democrats, respectively, during the
2000 election between Bush and
Al Gore.
Reflecting on the current political landscape, Kruse explained that
President Donald Trump’s polarizing
presidency became a way for media
networks “to promote Trump as a way
of promoting themselves.”
“[President-Elect Joe] Biden’s
presidency itself will look a lot
different [than Trump’s], but the
larger landscape in which cable news
networks and social media sources
echo and amplify the divisions in
our nations...will surely continue for
the foreseeable future. America is not
done with those fault lines by a long
shot,” Kruse said.
The end of the lecture was followed
by a Q&A session where Kruse and
Zelizer discussed various questions
asked by students, including their
writing process.
Kruse noted that his collaboration
with Zelizer started in 2014 after they
both taught a course at Princeton
University on “the U.S. since 1974.”
The book’s first draft consisted of
lectures Zelizer and Kruse gave to
their students, which eventually
turned into a cohesive piece that
they turned in for publishing. Kruse
reflected, “The biggest challenge
for us was the coverage. This was
an unusual book and we had to get
everything in. It was like putting a
jigsaw puzzle together where we kept
on finding new pieces.”
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Fulfilling the Liberal Arts Promise

ur school takes great pride in
two core elements of the Lawrenceville experience: House
and Harkness, which, all in all, represent the values of our liberal arts education. Generally speaking, such an education combines natural sciences with
the humanities in order to produce a
body of knowledgeable, respectful, and
creative students. However, what gives
a liberal arts education its unique value
goes beyond just academics: our Harkness method, our history and English
programs, our science and math programs, as well as our interdisciplinary,
religion, and art programs, all help us
develop a foundation of knowledge so
that we can interact with the world at
large. The most important element of
a liberal arts education is to create a
student body of thoughtful people who
are aware of their responsibilities as citizens of a greater community and have
the ability to use the resources they
are provided to create change. In that
regard, the way that we approach community service is insufficient to meet
this goal, something that has become
increasingly apparent throughout the
Covid-19 pandemic.
By making community service a
three-part component to meet the
graduation requirement that is also
separate from the academic experience
in the classroom, Lawrenceville makes
service feel far too similar to completing chores on a checklist. Thus, many
students participate in these activities
with the mindset of “getting it over
with,” which does not set up for eager and committed engagement with
the surrounding community. With the
pandemic upon us, and community
service requirements suspended, far
fewer people partook in service during
the spring and the fall. Granted, with

LCAP programs returning, albeit without opportunities to work physically
with the surrounding community, service activity will only increase because
people are trying to meet the graduation requirement. Moreover, because no
lower level classes incorporate an aspect
of community service, our curriculum
does not successfully stress service as
an integral part of the Lawrenceville
experience; thus, when the requirement

––––––––
By making community
service a three-part
component to meet the
graduation requirement
that is also
separate from the
academic experience
in the classroom,
Lawrenceville makes
service
feel far too similar to
completing chores on a
checklist.
––––––––
was removed, most students dropped
their obligation to service, and did not
openly look for more opportunities to
engage with the local community.
Hence, in order to truly live up to
our liberal arts mission, our community service requirements should be
changed to an offering more similar to
the independent study format, where
students are given the opportunity to
spend one term conducting research
and doing service in a local community. Right now, only high-level electives
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such as Poverty IN513 and Urban Education in America IN584 integrate service with course material. This type of
experience can be extended to religion
classes that study ethics or philosophy
in a student center or art classes that
segue into students participating in local community centers. Such offerings
should begin in the II Form year so that
the importance of community service
as a part of the Lawrenceville education itself is stressed from the get go.
These classes would allow all students
to interact with communities in need
while also understanding the reasons
behind the service, making the experience more meaningful and informative. Moreover, by allowing students to
receive a term-long community service
credit along the way, these classes will
be well-received. Finally, by preserving
the 4-2 athletic schedule for at least the
non-varsity sports, we can properly encourage students to actively find ways
of using the resources and time that
Lawrenceville provides in order to benefit the surrounding area. Service will
feel less like a burden and more like the
fulfilling experience it should be.
Rather than restoring the same system for community service after the
pandemic ends and normal classes
resume, our administration should reconsider the way that the community
service itself is integrated into our Lawrenceville experience. If service itself is
incorporated into far more classes, and
we are given a less packed sports schedule that provides us with more time to
engage in service, most of us will not sit
around. We will use the valuable time
and resources that Lawrenceville provides to serve others and matriculate as
more responsible citizens.
This editorial represents the majority
view of The Lawrence, Vol CXL.

How the Constant Presence of Death Keeps Us from Preventing Death

T

Adeline Zhou ’23

he citizens of the U.S. are
not strangers to death. The
numbers and faces often seen
on television screens or gracing the
front pages of newspapers, statistics
of those lost incessantly flood the
news. Whether the cause is a school
shooting, an act of police brutality, or
a global pandemic, we are becoming
accustomed to death. In 2019, the
U.S. lost over 15,000 innocent lives
to mass shootings. The recent Black
Lives Matter (BLM) movement has
shed light on the many Black Americans who have been killed in acts of
police aggression. We have lost over a
million lives to Covid-19 globally and
almost 300,000 in the United States.
As a result of constantly being exposed to these terrifyingly high numbers, we have become desensitized to
death. The convenience of expressing
empathy on social media platforms
coupled with the science of disaster
psychology has led to the country’s
numbness towards the presence of
death, keeping us from preventing the
causes of death themselves.
Although social media has become a
popular platform to gain supporters for
social justice movements, such as BLM,
posting has become so prevalent that
these acts of empathy have seemingly
become equivalent to checking a box.
In the face of a tragic event, it is not

uncommon to see many paying tribute
through social media—Instagram stories and tweets are filled with people
expressing their condolences and encouraging others to educate themselves.
The nature of these apps allows posts to
be reposted to a story with a simple click.
Although these posts may be sincere for
some, the convenience of sharing things
like Instagram threads or others’ posts makes these stories so
prevalent that we have difficulty
feeling the weight of a situation.
Some people post the stories
to raise awareness or express
genuine emotion, but others
simply post to conform to
societal trends or expectations—which means that
they do not feel the emotional effect of death
itself. And the
more we
see these
stories
and tweets
a b o u t
death, the
less we feel (even if we’re more aware of
the issue itself ).
We’re not indifferent because we’re
bad people—this desensitization is just
human nature. Across studies in psychology and human responses to disaster, the trend of recurring desensitization
to emotional trauma and death has been
well documented. According to profes-

sor and psychologist Jeff Temple, while
one death is horrific, “when people are
forced to reckon with [too many deaths],
each event, though singular in its tragedy, may lose its shock value for people who aren’t directly affected.” In the
presence of a threat, our brains are wired
to adapt to the trauma and emotional
changes. The numbness we feel towards
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substantial amounts of death is a way of
surviving and coping. I, for one, understand the difficulty of envisioning the
numbers as living, breathing people. The
death of even a single family member
is horrifying. If I were to feel, for every
one of those 300,000 people lost, even a
quarter of the grief I feel towards the loss
of a family member, I would not know

if I would be able to live with that pain.
Therefore, feeling numb and choosing
not to let these numbers bother me is
simply just a method of pushing forward. Elke Weber, a Princeton University cognitive psychologist, noted that “If
you think about people living in a war
zone, the kind of thing that was once
appalling becomes normal.”
Yet when we don’t truly feel the
weight of these deaths, we lack
motivation to prevent the causes
of death. At this point, school
shootings are simply a part
of life in the U.S. (at least in
pre-Covid-19 times). The
first 46 weeks of 2019 saw
45 school shootings. And
though there was a push
for gun reform following
the Parkland shootings, we never
saw sweeping
reforms or
increased
gun control
’21 /THE LAWRENCE
like New
Zealand did
after their 2019 Christchurch shooting.
That’s likely because while mass shootings are common in the U.S., a mass
shooting hadn’t occurred in New Zealand since the 1990s. The shock, horror,
grief, and anger (emotions that are now
dulled or nonexistent in the U.S.) citizens felt led to immediate gun restrictions. Despite the progress made with

the BLM this summer, some people
have moved on, treating the movement
as a trend because they don’t register all
the deaths the movement is trying to
prevent. Our desensitivity to death may
also be one of the many reasons why
people in the U.S. (especially those not at
risk) refuse to follow Covid-19 restrictions. People simply don’t feel the weight
of those 304,000 deaths. It is natural for
humans to have a harder time processing
large numbers, but the apathy we feel in
the face of all of those deaths stops the
U.S. from preventing them.
On some level, we will always feel
desensitized towards death. We can still
take action to make progress as a country and prevent more death. Perhaps a
solution can come from our leadership.
Regardless of the death toll, 9/11 profoundly impacted the nation, partially
because of the response. Bush walked
the 9/11 ruins; Obama shed tears over
Sandy Hook. With Covid-19, rather
than seeing Trump meet frontline workers or make emotional speeches as his
predecessors did, we only see arbitrary
death tolls.
If presidents and politicians lead and
grieve by example, then perhaps we can
disrupt this state of numbness—at least
enough to get people to wear masks and
to comply with Covid-19 restrictions.
Though not a complete solution to the
United States’ growing desensitization,
this solution is one that could prevent
deaths in the immediate future.
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Our Graduation Requirements Need to Change

Philip Park ’22

I

t is impossible to nail down
what a liberal arts education is
because it means something
different for everyone.” Looking
back at his Lawrenceville career
in a senior reflection piece for The
Lawrence, Kevin Xiao ’19 reminded
us of the remarkable privilege
that we, as Lawrentians, have by
attending a high school that offers a
liberal arts education. He encouraged
us to seize the opportunity to
take classes that we would enjoy
the most and tailor our education
to fit our own needs. While his
argument is inspiring, many of us are
unable to truly follow Xiao’s advice
because Lawrenceville’s graduation
requirements restrict us from doing
so. Our current system requires us to
take an excessive number of courses
in fields such as the arts or religion
when one term of these courses is
enough time for students to decide
if they would like to further pursue
that academic field. By changing the
School’s requirement from taking at
least two terms in non-core subjects
like religion and the arts to a more
flexible system, students will have
more freedom in their schedule
to pursue electives earlier in our
education.
In addition to the core classes, II

Formers are required to take three
terms of non core classes: three in
terms of arts classes, two terms of
the arts, two in religion, and two in
religion classes, and two terms of ininterdisciplinary subjects. But do we
terdisciplinary courses. Additionally,
really need three terms of arts classes
the curriculum structure requires
when students are
us to take these courses as ungenerally
derclassmen. These requireable to dements fill up our schedule
termine
to the point where we
are only able to choose
electives in our last
year at Lawrenceville; taking electives only in our
V Form year
is simply not
enough time
for us to pursue our interest in certain,
more specific
academic
fields.
The
counter-intuitiveness
of this system, under
which students do not
truly have the
E LAWRENCE
Min Kim ’21/TH
freedom to explore their interests, calls for reevaluation
whether they would like to pursue
and adjustment to better suit indithis field in one term? Instead, only
vidual needs.
three terms of “non-core” classes in
Our School’s academic system
total should be required as opposed
currently requires us to take seven
to seven: one term of arts, one term

of religion, and one term of interdisciplinary. This system would provide
students enough time to experience
different subjects and determine
whether or not they want to take
more classes in those subjects, an
improvement from the status quo
where many students drop their
pursuits in those non-core classes as
soon as the requirements are fulfilled.
Doing so allows us to have
the choice to
take
core
class
requirements
earlier
so that we
can even
begin
taking
electives earlier, giving
us the chance
to more
effectively explore
our academic passions.
Of course, a reform
to this system should
not alter
the requirements for the “core”
classes that teach universal skills
such as critical thinking, communication, and enough math to keep
yourself out of debt—English, history, science, and math. These classes
may not appeal to everyone, but
are still essential for daily life; you
may “not be a humanities person,”
but you still need to know how to

communicate effectively and convincingly. Students would be able
to complete their non-core class
requirement by the fall of their III
Form year, allowing them more freedom in determining how the rest of
our Lawrenceville careers are shaped.
Some may continue their pursuit in
non-core classes, while others may
choose to double up in a core class of
interest as early as III Form winter as
opposed to sometime in their IV or
V Form years.
Whatever the case, this new system would not only give us much
more control over our classes from
the moment we step onto Lawrenceville’s campus, but it would
also allow faculty to create new and
unique lower-level core classes as
well as more advanced core and noncore classes for students who are
eager to delve into more advanced
material to stay on campus instead of
traveling to Princeton, for example.
It would also allow more students to
take independent study or exchange
programs instead of worrying about
not taking enough course requirements to graduate. All this will aid
in creating a more enjoyable learning experience that takes full advantage of Lawrenceville’s wide course
selection and abundant academic
resources, as well as pushes us to explore our personal interests.

appears to be at play when we assume
AAVE is a slang-y, broken form of
English.
AAVE serves as a great example of
why we shouldn’t consider the standard
form of a language and its widespread
usage as synonymous with correctness.
The nuances in AAVE and the way
speakers convey meaning is often lost
upon non-speakers. The
use of double negatives—“I
don’t have nothing”—, for
example, often receives
a finger wagging in
English class. In
Standard English,
this
statement
is equivalent to
“I don’t have
anything”—
the two negatives canceling
each other out. In
AAVE, however,
a double negative functions as
a reaffirmation
that modifies
the phrase “I
don’t
have
anything.” Reaffirmations, like “very” in
English or the phrase “no [verb]
nada,” which is itself a double negative
in Spanish, work similarly and are considered proper grammatical structure.
Another nuance of the language
can be illustrated in the phrase “she be
singing.” There is a misconception that
AAVE speakers merely fail to conjugate
the verb “be’’ across all tenses, with no
added meaning. In actuality, the phrase
doesn’t necessarily mean the subject
acts in present tense: “she is singing” in
Standard English, but rather that she
sings habitually. In one experiment, for

atic, and nuanced speech.” In the event
that a martian came down to research
English and happened to land down
in South Central Los Angeles versus
Scarsdale, New York, he explains, “It
would not occur to them that the language people were using in [the former]
was somehow…uninteresting or simple
compared to the
languages they
had
taken
down
in
Seoul, Korea, or Paris, France.”
None of
this should be
taken to mean
that grammar
rules
as a whole
ought
to
be
dismissed—
the existence of
other complex dialects
doesn’t mean
that there aren’t
rules. In fact, linguistic
rules are the very thing that qualifies AAVE as a dialect in its own
right, and an AAVE speaker, as
with speakers of any dialect, can
identify when those rules are being violated. The difficulty occurs when
the rules of one variant of English clash
with those of another, particularly in
academic and professional settings.
For those who naturally fall into
AAVE when surrounded by family and
friends, it becomes necessary to subconsciously switch to Standard English in
order to sound more professional or
polished in the appropriate spheres.

This practice of code switching, wherein
a speaker toggles between multiple language in different contexts, becomes a
theme in Angie Thomas’ critically acclaimed novel The Hate U Give as the
protagonist, 16-year-old Starr Carter,
grapples with consciously downplaying elements of her black identity and
speaking patterns in order to assimilate
to the culture of her predominantly
white private school.
It’s not that schools should stop
teaching formal grammar—god knows
it’s done a world of good for our essays and SAT scores. But that’s just it;
we need to recognize that while Standard English is appropriate in specific
settings, it isn’t necessarily “correct” for
those with a wider English repertoire,
and students should be made aware of
this during grammar education. Furthermore, English classes at all age levels
should explore the vast body of literature that features AAVE and encourage
speakers to express themselves that way
in personal writing. In a time when racial inequality is finally at the center of
the country’s collective consciousness,
academic institutions can reshape how
we understand and respond to natural
linguistic differences.
My perspective is limited to academic sources and others’ accounts; I
don’t have the personal experience of
someone who code switches in and
out of AAVE, nor do I know whether
what I’ve described is relatable to Lawrentians. I speak only as someone with
an intellectual interest in linguistics and,
of course, a general interest in a fairer
world. In that light, I would encourage
each and every one of us to consider
our preconceptions, and in the case of
AAVE in particular, help promote new
voices in attaining the respect they deserve.

Respecting AAVE: The Value of a Wider English

Cherie Fernandes ’21
Senior Columnist

K

nown to most through popular culture, most prominently
in hip-hop, rap and R&B,
AAVE—or Ebonics, if one prefers—
is a set of grammatical constructions
and sound systems that characterizes
the variety of English natively spoken,
particularly in urban communities, by
most working and middle-class African Americans. One can distinguish
AAVE through its phonetics, which
include a dropped “r,” making “your”
sound like “yo” or a substitution of “ch”
for “th,” wherein “with” becomes “wich,”
tendencies that compel many to dismiss
it as crude “slang.” However, AAVE is
not a simplified version of English; on
the contrary, it contains many complex
grammatical structures that makes it
a fascinating dialect of English which
deserves far more academic recognition.
Despite linguistics showing us that
certain languages or dialects, regardless
of repute, aren’t intrinsically superior to
others, we have a tendency to enforce
the opposite. In China, for instance, the
Cantonese dialect is widely considered
less formal and intellectual than Standard Beijing Mandarin. The latter, being rooted in political doctrine, is apparently more “traditional,” despite the fact
that Cantonese has earlier origins and
preserves many of the archaic sounds
found in ancient Chinese that Mandarin does not. On the other side of the
world, the overwhelming response to
creole languages has been to dismiss
them as “funny sounding and Barbarian” for the impression that they give of
failing to match one of the component
languages. Analysis on the relationship
between power and language could fill
libraries, and in the U.S., such a dynamic

instance, children were shown drawings
of Elmo eating cookies while Cookie
Monster looked on. Both Black and
White subjects agreed that “Elmo is
eating cookies,” but the Black children
added that “Cookie Monster be eating
cookies.” This nuance of a habitual “be”

Min Kim ’21/THE LAWRENCE

doesn’t exist
as a verb tense in
Standard English:
“he be swimmin,”
for example, translates most closely to
“he regularly swims.”
These, of course, merely comprise
a sampler—there are so many more
complexities to dissect, from the counter-expectational “done” to a plural
perfect “had”. As Professor John McWhorter of Columbia University states,
“no group of human beings [ends] up
using something that isn’t full, system-
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Checking in with the
Counseling Department

Autri Basu ’23
& Jasmine Zhang ’23

Due to the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, the Al-Rashid Health and
Wellness Center’s Counseling Department has adapted its counseling
sessions and resources to the virtual
Winter Term. Despite this virtual setback, the team is still working to keep
the counseling experience as thorough as possible to best support the
student body.
Near the beginning of the Fall
Term, Director of Counseling and
Psychological Services Dee Apple
sent out a letter outlining the counseling process. He shared how the
Counseling Department has been
continuing to fulfill its goal of “creating a safe, confidential, non-judgemental space where students can
share any challenges or concerns they
may be experiencing” throughout the
first trimester, a process that he hopes
to continue into the remote Winter
Term.
Apple also explained the process
behind an important aspect to the
counseling program: requesting a
consultation. Students can call or
email him in order to arrange an appointment with one of the counselors.
According to Apple, the Counseling
Department offers both one-time sessions or sessions that meet on a regular basis, depending on the student’s
needs.
Reflecting on the previous Spring
Term, Staff Psychologist Stephanie
Bunin shared the many challenges in
adapting the counseling system to the
online format. According to Bunin,
the counseling team “had never done
remote counseling before, [so] the
team had to take lots of webinars on
how to do remote counseling, and it
had to come up with an informed
consent form for the students and
parents to be aware of technology and
privacy issues.”
Nevertheless, the counseling team
quickly adapted to the new platform,
and hope to apply this winter what

they have learned. “In the spring, we
learned how to do [online sessions]
and get better at [them], whereas
eight or nine months ago, none of us
were very good at doing that,” Apple
said.
To better support Lawrentians this
term, the Counseling Department has
tried to promote their online counseling system through a new Haiku
page, offering various resources, information sessions, and periodical
surveys for the student body to take as
a means of offering feedback for the
counselors. Through these tools, Apple hopes to get a better sense of what
the Counseling Department can continue to in order to to help the community during this challenging time
while also “mak[ing] sure students can
be as comfortable as possible during
their sessions.”
Instead of using the standard Zoom
platform, the counselors have been
using Zoom for Healthcare during their sessions to provide an extra
layer of security for students’ privacy.
With these adjustments, Apple hopes
to continue to forge secure and confidential relationships with students
even when off-campus. Despite the
challenges, Apple is proud of the virtual outreach the Counseling Department has been able to provide. “Many
of our sister schools, for instance, Exeter and Choate, aren’t even allowed to
see any students in counseling when
they’re at home, so we’re glad to be
able to continue doing the work that
we can do,” Apple said.
“We want to be available to all of
our students, so if someone needs our
help, they should reach out,” Bunin
commented. “We’re all going through
the same type of struggles, but in very
different ways, so I look forward to
learning everyone’s different stories
and seeing how I can help to support
you all.”
Looking forward, the counseling
team encourages students to reach out
whenever they need. “I know we can
get through this. We just have to work
together and take care of each other,”
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Admissions Launches Best for
All Information Series
Helen Liu ’22
& Claire Jiang ’24

As part of the Admission
Department’s virtual adaptations, Senior Associate Dean
of Admission and Coordinator
of International Recruitment
Dana E. Brown, Associate Dean
of Admissions Christine Ding,
Director of Admission Operations and Assistant Director of
Financial Aid Lauren Z. Gold,
and Dean of Admission Will
Richardson recently launched
the Best for All Information series to give applicants a chance
to learn more about the Lawrenceville experience. The series
consists of several hour-long
Zoom webinars that focus on
a specific part of Lawrenceville
such as athletics, arts, clubs, and
the House system.
The Admissions office has already hosted five information
sessions, titled “Admission and
Financial Aid Nuts and Bolts,”
“Performing Arts,” “Athletics,
“House System,” and “Clubs.” It
plans to host additional information sessions on topics such
as Houses; Covid-19 response
and planning; and diversity, equity, and inclusion in the coming
weeks.
According to Ding, the information series was created to
enable connections between applicants and Lawrenceville students and faculty, a factor that
would be lost during a virtual
application process. During each
presentation, student leaders and
faculty discuss their experiences
at Lawrenceville, with participants asking them questions. After the live webinar sessions, the
sessions are put onto the Lawrenceville website as references
for future applicants.
According to Ding, the series

originally started as six sessions
focusing on a broader view of the
Lawrenceville experience, but
was consequently expanded into
ten in order to cover everything
Lawrenceville has to offer.
One of the “biggest obstacle[s]
with creating the sessions is
you’re always going to leave
something out. We all can only
do so much between now and
the application deadline of January 15, [2021],” Ding reflected.

Students and faculty presented
during the “House Systems” webinar.

Ding added that creating
“subject-specific info sessions
about certain topics could answer questions in a mass communication-type manner while
providing families with more
information about specific areas
of their interest. [The Admissions Department] wanted to
try filling the void of all those
personal connections that would
take place if families were coming to campus.”
Reflecting on the changes
brought about by Covid-19,
Ding said, “As helpful as these
information sessions are, nothing compares to coming on
campus, getting that feeling
when you step out of your car,
being greeted when you walk
in the front door of Macken-

zie [Administration Building],
and having a personalized tour
with someone that has a similar
background and similar interests that you do.”
However, Ding believes that
it’s “really the people that sell
our School,” and is glad to be
able to still engage with interested applicants through these
webinars. Ding hoped that the
virtual webinars could pique the
interests of students who were

Courtesy of The Lawrenceville School

thinking about applying. She
said, “someone who might just
be interested in Lawrenceville
could apply after attending a
webinar which is specific to
them.”
She also noted that the recorded sessions could be distributed in the following years
as a resource for Lawrenceville
applicants and parents, especially those who are unable to
physically visit campus. Looking ahead to the future, Ding
commented, “Now it begs the
question of whether we could
do the sessions next year, [as]
I believe people would still attend in large numbers. It could
definitely be a helpful and useful alternative for certain families.”

“The Theology of Life:” Kooistra on What Matters to Him

Helen Liu ’22
& Sahas Chodhari ’24

This past Wednesday, November 16 at 7:00 PM, The Religious
Life Council (RLC) hosted English
Teacher Pieter “Pier” Kooistra H’14
P’20 for this term’s first installment
of “What Matters to Me and Why,”
a series of lectures where staff and
faculty can speak about what is important to them.
Kooistra opened the night by acknowledging the importance of religion’s impact on his life. Referring to
the Scriptures, he stated that life itself
was a “miracle…a whole crazy constellation of miracles, a galaxy of miracles…We can eat, see and hear and
feel, think, learn, love—we have been
given so much more than we can even
recognize...We need to do right by
the innumerable miracles we’ve been
given, including one another, both
here and beyond, including those we
don’t know.”
Next, Kooistra explained the method behind his theology. He believes
that we need to “look at [humans] at
[their] best [because] wherever there
is compassion and love, God is there.”

Courtesy of The Lawrencevilel School

Pieter “Pier” Kooistra H’14 P’20.

Bringing the topic closer to home,
he stated, “Lawrenceville is my parish,
the place where I get to practice being
faithful to what matters most. Lawrenceville is the place I get to practice my religion on a daily basis.” He
explained that activities like advising,
coaching, serving as a colleague, preparing for class, and teaching classes
all serve as activities where he can
continue to practice his outlook on

life. In particular, Kooistra believes
that the “rich discussions” around
the Harkness table and the “observations, ideas, questions, doubts, [and]
frustrations” surrounding these conversations serve as opportunities to
“change minds.”
According to Kooistra, “gratitude
acts as the tremendously powerful
fuel behind [every one of his contacts]
with his colleagues and students,

pushing [him] to get better at being
appropriately prepared to engage the
far wider world beyond this place.”
Reflecting on the importance of
gratitude, he said, “I find that I can
keep cranking away what I’m doing
here, soaking up almost every glorious
second, so it matters to be conscious
of one’s bond to others. It matters to
experience that bond with gratitude.”
Next, Kooistra spoke on the value

of dedication in his life, which he
defined as the ability “to give oneself
over to something, heart, and soul.
For him, dedication plays a large role
in managing his work-life balance. “It
matters a great deal to care for oneself, to be wary of the potential for
burnout and not just to work, but to
play,” he added.
However, for Kooistra, “Work isn’t
just a job [and] it mustn’t be allowed
to become drudgery. It’s a mission,
a quest, and it’s often best sustained
when one lets it be purposeful and
playful simultaneously.”
“I can’t plan lessons or read essays
or communicate with advisees and
colleagues all day and all night. So
there’s got to be time for recreation.
So I ride my bike, riding as fast as I
can, listening to crazy loud music; I
hang out with friends, reading body
stories and silly jokes. I cherish time
with my family,” he noted.
Reflecting on everything that
makes his life fulfilling and meaningful, Kooistra concluded, “All of
this helps to sustain me, as does the
relationship I have with every single
one of you, especially those whom I
know best.”
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Samples, Surveys, & Statistics: Inside Research and Social Justice
Discipline & Socioeconomic Status
Bernice Hightower ’21

Caroline Steib ’22

Bernice Hightower ’21 initiated her Research and Social Justice project with the
intention of debunking rumors surrounding
Lawrenceville’s disciplinary process. Without prior affirmations of the rumors she had
heard, Hightower became interested in identifying a possible association between disciplinary outcomes and other factors. She
ultimately settled on the following research
question for her study: “Is there a relationship between socioeconomic status and the
degree of disciplinary action received after a rule violation at Lawrenceville?”
Inspired by the transparency of Makayla
Boxley’s ’20 work as a Student Council Honor
Representative, as well as her own efforts on
the Honor Council, Hightower recognized that
her research was a natural extension of her personal interests and inspirations. Her enthusiasm for the project led her to persevere through
the numerous highs and lows of a strenuous research process. Hightower’s advice to
those who hope to take this class in the future
would be to “choose a topic [related to] one of
your passions or curiosities because it makes
the work much more fun and rewarding.”
She began her research by collecting data
from those who have faced the Disciplinary
Committee (DC) and from non-participants
who have heard about the process secondhand. She hoped to collect data on three factors: whether the participant was on financial
aid (a measure of socioeconomic status),
the outcome, and the degree of discipline.
After being notified of an external audit

collecting information on Lawrenceville’s
disciplinary process, thereby restricting her
freedom to collect this data, Hightower faced
the challenge of adjusting her research design. She ultimately decided to create an
anonymous survey through which students
could recount prior disciplinary experiences and if they had none, to reveal their
perceptions about the disciplinary process.
Upon analysis of the results, Hightower
reached a surprising albeit noteworthy conclusion. She found that “people who [sat before]
a DC tended to feel that they were being treated very fairly” even though the general perception of the DC process from an outsider’s
perspective demonstrated the contrary. Based
on this result, Hightower believes that this
perception signals a strong need for greater
transparency about disciplinary outcomes.
Hightower learned from both the class and
her individual study that “research is an ongoing process in which you will be reworking each step along the way up until the final
result.” It is for this reason that she hopes to
continue her research by widening her sample of participants and exploring other factors, in addition to socioeconomic status, that
may correlate with disciplinary outcomes.
Hightower is optimistic that her research,
in conjunction with the data collected from the
external audit, will shed light on important aspects of the disciplinary process at Lawrenceville. If this data indeed finds a relationship
between disciplinary measures and students’
socioeconomic status, Hightower hopes that
this “information is made public and that the
School takes action based on those results.”

Harkness & Racial Diversity
Arata Fujii ’21

Since he arrived at Lawrenceville, Arata
Fujii ’21 has been fascinated by the Harkness method and specifically, its emphasis
on collaboration over lecture. The lecturing method in Japanese schools led him to
consider how Harkness would be perceived
and implemented in this traditional educational system. His next thought, “Would
Harkness even work in Japan, in such a homogenous setting?” prompted him to further
his study—which he initially began after
receiving a Welles Grant Award—in his Research and Social Justice course this past fall.
Having done prior research about the benefits of diversity on educational systems,
Fujii used this foundational knowledge as
a launchpad for his project, ultimately settling on the following research questions:
Does Lawrenceville have varying levels
of diversity in classrooms, to begin with?
If so, what level of diversity, in a Harkness class, is the most effective? Is a homogenous Harkness class ineffective?
What correlations do we see with diversity and success around the Harkness table?
Fujii decided to focus his study on Honors U.S. History and Themes in U.S. History
classes, allowing him to account for certain
confounding variables such as course curriculum and student grade levels. He noted the racial and gender breakdown of all sections for
these two courses, after which he chose sections with varying levels of diversity and asked
teachers to record their Harkness discussions.
Fujii decided that he would “collect multiple
metrics such as the number of times a student
spoke, when the teacher spoke, and the num-

ber of questions asked,” and “compare results
between high and low diversity groups.”
Fujii faced his first obstacle when certain
teachers hesitated to record their classes’
Harkness discussions or send him the Zoom
clip. To his surprise, numerous teachers expressed that a recording might limit the effectiveness of their classroom discussions and
opted out of the study. Thus, Fujii was only
able to use three to four classes for his research, an obstacle he attempted to overcome
by “reassuring the students with a consent
form that the recording was private” and that
“what is said in Harkness stays in Harkness.”
To quantitatively measure the diversity
of each class, Fujii used the Simpson Diversity Index, which shows the probability of two people being in the same racial
category; a result closer to one indicates a
low diversity group, while a result closer
to zero indicates a high diversity group.
He came to several interesting conclusions such as that “classrooms with the most
participation were that of a high diversity
index” and that “the most number of agreements between students averaged 14 times
for a highly diverse group and two times
for low racial diversity.” An abundance of
agreements signifies several connections
among students’ ideas, resulting in a more
productive and fruitful learning experience.
In the future, he hopes to expand upon his research by considering different forms of diversity, aside from race and gender, and conduct
this study in “multiple courses across different
academic departments, which [he] hopes will
yield interesting correlations and insights.”

Angry Teenager Rants About Zoom Spaces (and III Form Girls)
Mac Dilatush ’21

I’m told that sometimes students get tired
and decide that they really, really don’t want to
do their math homework. Likewise, I’ve heard
plenty of stories about English students who
won’t read. These students don’t receive zeros on
homework and F’s on their report cards. Rather,
their neglect is abetted by the reservoir of solutions and summaries on the internet. Thus, they
are somehow able to avoid their work…allegedly.
Naturally, I’m inspired by my classmates’
creativity, even if I question the long-term results. So, when the powers that be, masquerading as editors of The Lawrence, handed down
my sentence, I thought, I’m a senior, might as
well try to get out of this one, and desperately attempted to harness the expertise of my peers.
Could anyone, hell anything, write this article for me? I begged nearly everyone. Unfortunately, the resounding answer was
“no,” although one peer deigned to supply a pleasant string of expletives instead.
So, here I am, ranking the top five Zoom spaces
on campus, worst to best, in the middle of virtual
winter. Because that makes sense. Please enjoy.

#5: Ambrecht Room

I admit that I didn’t like the Ambrecht Room
much. I appreciate that the School designated a
space for the students from the Hilton Garden
Inn, and I took a significant portion of my classes
there, but I couldn’t escape the knowledge that
several other guys could hear me without necessary context. There’s nothing like choking out an
especially odd one-liner before watching all the
surrounding heads swerve towards you, eyes flickering and twitching like, ‘I turned my phone off
to focus; gotta find entertainment. Got to.’ On
the flip side, I treasured listening to my friends
taking that Freud class—“Yeah, I really liked,
uh, Freud’s theories about, uh, you know”—so
I guess the exposure is a double-edged sword.
Pros: Not the KAC. Cons: Communal space.

#4: KMSC Couches

I love the KMSC. Really. Do I score well in
math class? Nope, but I like the turtle outside
Dr. Domb’s room. We have a good relationship,
Soap the Diamondback Terrapin and I. It’s a long
story, but he’s like my personal version of the
foot in Pop Hall. He’s my Lawrenceville guardian angel or something. Subsequently, when I
began looking for Zoom spots, I figured I would
pair up with my snappy friend and provide him
with some rare entertainment. I quickly realized
he wasn’t paying attention during math class,
though, so I left in search of a more comfortable spot. About 10 feet down the hall, I found
the KMSC couches. There are people around,
yeah, but the seats are perfect for sleeping in class.
Pros: Comfy seats. Cons: You can’t touch the turtle.

#3: KMSC Porch

Amidst all the screen time, most of us spent a little
too much time indoors. Granted, meals were forcibly eaten outside, but the point stands: The student body could do with a lil’ more sunshine. Correspondingly, I recommend the KMSC porch. The
chairs are large and the pillows are soft; people rarely occupy the space; and outside class can go a long
way towards remedying Zoom burn-out. You can
eat during class if you’re outside, too. The catch—
there’s always a catch, isn’t there—is the cold
weather. Late fall, this spot is probably not so hot.
Pros: Outdoors and you can eat. Cons: Only works
when it’s warm.

#2: GCAD Harkness Room

I discovered the GCAD Harkness room during
the second week of classes. It was a perfect match;
I didn’t have to talk to, acknowledge, or see anyone while preparing for class. Further, I could put
the window blinds down and render myself invisible to the outside world. The room even came
equipped with a table for my computer. I had it
made. Then came the sophomore girls. Lots and
lots of sophomore girls. Within days, they smoked
me out of the room and annexed it. I mounted a

Soap the Diamondback Terrapin, Mac’s guardian angel.

resistance but conceded defeat before November.
I could never get to the spot before them. It’s nice
to think that I could have won if the HGI bus
rides hadn’t hamstrung me, but ultimately there’s
no hiding from the truth. Sophomore girls armed
with sugary Starbucks drinks will always wake up
before me. I just have to accept my shortcomings.
Sophomore girls, if you had spoken to me, we
could’ve cut a deal: I would take the room during the fall for college apps, and you guys could
have it in the spring, when your classes are the
most difficult. Instead, y’all recklessly invaded
my turf. Although I know it’s a losing battle, I’m
prepared to go to war again this spring. I may
not have frappes, but I must keep my dignity.
Pros: Comfy, isolated, and has a big TV screen.
Cons: Never actually available.

Courtesy of Science Teacher Johnny Clore H’02

Zoom offices are reminiscent of heaven: Great in
theory, but none of us can actually get there. However, I’m sure I’ll keep trying to sneak in anyways.
Pros: Really cool if you have the key. Cons: You
can’t actually go in.
Ok, I’m not done yet. The editors want me
to write a conclusion. Well, I don’t really know
what to say. Students won’t return to campus until the spring. In the meantime… catalogue your
best Zoom spots this winter and send them to
Avigna Ramachandran! We want to see what
y’all are up to. As Corona says, find your beach.

#1: Pop Hall Offices

The basement of Pop Hall has several offices, a few
of which are reserved for publications like Olla
Pod and L10. Those offices are prime Zoom real
estate. No one can bug you, they are comfortable,
and no one can oust you because the offices are
reserved for the publications. The catch—there’s
always a catch—is that you can’t access the offices
unless you’re one of a privileged few students. The

Mac sleeping after Zoom class. Mac Dilatush ’21/THE LAWRENCE
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A Brief Check-In with the Arts Departments

Jasmine Zhang ’23

This past Fall Term, the Performing
Arts and Visual Arts Departments
adapted their curriculums and
teaching styles to fit the new hybrid
model. In replacement of the Fall
Musical, as the singing component
did not meet Covid-19 guidelines,
faculty and students produced the
play Clue: On Stage. The Performing
Arts Department also worked to
continue its orchestra, Lawrentians,
and jazz band program while moving
some events to the Spring Term.
At the same time, the Visual Arts
Department brought students back
into the studio setting. The Lawrence
had the opportunity to speak with
Chair of Performing Arts Keith
Roeckle and Chair of Visual Arts
Department Brian Daniell H’89 ’06
to reflect upon the Fall Term as well
as discuss plans for the future.
When asked about the play, which
had both in-person shows and was
broadcasted online, Roeckle said,
“We streamed [the play] online and
had a lot of people tune into it. We
were even able to have a small live
audience for it; Clue was a big hit.”
Despite the challenges of a hybrid
term, the cast and crew still managed
to make Clue a success.
In addition to the department’s
production of a play instead of a
musical, faculty readjusted how music
ensembles like the orchestra and the
Lawrentians rehearsed by splitting
into smaller groups and working
“outside whenever possible.” Faculty
also adopted new ways of teaching
students and aimed to provide
students with more flexibility and
freedom in courses. In particular,

Roeckle bought “mini keyboards
that everyone [could] play” for his
Honors Music Theory class and
regularly brought his students outside.
However, it soon became “way too
cold to keep on practicing outside,”
forcing the faculty to look into other
ways to adapt, many of which will be

software application that enables
people to organize live performances
over the Internet.
“It allows very, very low latency
audio transmission so that we
can have synchronous rehearsals
if you are within 350-400 miles
of campus,” Roeckle said. While

The orchestra rehearsed at night during Fall Term.

implemented this Winter Term.
All in all, students and faculty were
able to “make the best of the situation
and get a lot more done than originally
thought,” Roeckle commented. In
the spring, the department hopes
to produce its annual production of
Freshman Shakespeare and the Spring
Dance Concert (SDC).
Looking forward, all performing
arts classes will still be running
normally with only minor adjustments.
In terms of musical ensembles such as
orchestra, jazz band, and the various
choirs, Roeckle commented that the
faculty are investing in a new piece
of technology called JackTrip, a

has also been busy adjusting its
curriculum. Daniell found that the
hybrid Fall Term helped ease
students and faculty into a completely
virtual term.
“We were fortunate in the fall
because of our large teaching spaces…
but the few remote students forced us
to be ready for the winter,” he said.
Throughout the Fall Term, the
Department used a combination
of various technologies and will
continue to do so this Winter
Term. Some technologies include
“specialized software for Tech Design
and Fabrication classes…2-D design
software…high def[inition] cameras

to help with demonstrations,” and
many more. Daniell also added that
incorporating these technologies
will be “difficult remotely because
of space and material limitations,”
but teachers were able to properly
distribute necessary materials to
students before Thanksgiving Break
because they “were aware ahead of
time that [they] were going remote
this winter.”
In addition, the faculty also
placed the activities that were “more
conducive to remote learning” and
sought to introduce more hands-on
collaboration projects in the winter,
a temporary adaptation as many
continue to look ahead to a potential
Spring Term with in-person classes.
For now, teachers will focus on
organizing activities that can easily be
done remotely, like demonstrations
and digital teaching.
Daniell’s only concern for the
virtual Winter Term is that “it’s hard
to replace the dynamic of the studio
with a teacher available to check on a
student’s work in progress and make
suggestions in process.” It is more
difficult to “build personal connections
with students remotely.” However, he
hopes that the faculty members will
continue to “get to know [the] art
students individually, keeping as many
of the [artistic] principles taught
intact even as the methods may be
altered.” Daniell recognizes that
“this type of teaching and learning
is still relatively new, and new things
take time to get moving…We are
doing our best, though, and I’m
proud that the Department members
have been creative, hardworking, and
uncomplaining to get through this
unique challenge.”

another to create an overarching
narrative, but also indicates that her
stories of heartbreak, abuse, toleration, and even murder, are potential
realities.
Throughout evermore, Swift
specifically details 17 somewhatconnecting stories of toxic relationships and failed marriages of her
characters. She tries to uncover the
nature of love by exploring how her
characters navigate relationships.
Several songs in the album, such as
“‘tis the damn season” and “dorothea” reference a relationship that
goes haywire when the girl is either
too devoted or not invested enough.
They describe the journey of a girl
returning home from pursuing her
Hollywood dream and the rekindling of a past relationship. Each
song depicts a different perspective
of her return: One tells of Dorothea’s perspective, while the other
shows that of her ex-lover. Swift’s
narratives allow her to explore the
complexities of her own past relationships by connecting herself to
these characters.
In addition to imaginative storytelling, the lyrics are compact with
compelling analogies and wordplay.
For example, in the song “ivy”, Swift
sings, “Oh, I can’t stop you putting
roots in my dreamland; my house of
stone, your ivy grows and now I’m
covered in you.” Here, Swift tells
the story of a woman who cheats
on her husband for someone with

whom she develops an obsession.
Her obsession eventually causes
her own death, while her husband
moves on and continues to grow,
like an ivy plant. Through vivid lyrics, Swift is able to clearly convey
her thoughts upon universal issues
such as infidelity and deceit. Her
attention to detail is especially impressive, considering this is her second studio album over the course of
a mere six months.
The album flows well as stories
build off each other to create an
overarching narrative, but a few
songs could be removed without
affecting its delivery. For instance,
songs like “willow” and “marjorie”
do not add substance to the album’s
stories, and “gold rush” is lyrically
repetitive and bland.
This new era contains mostly indie music with certain songs, such
as “no body, no crime,” exhibiting
her country roots through bluegrass instrumentals, a genre derived
from the 1940s Appalachian region. These musical choices prompt
many to criticize evermore for being
slow compared to her previous pop
albums, but the slowness actually
adds to the gravity of the social issues addressed. Rumors abound
that a third sister album may be in
the works and that her current era
is not over just yet. If these rumors
are true, her listeners will surely be
excited to see how her stories and
sound continue to develop.

“The hardest thing is knowing
where everyone’s going to land
and what sort of access they have
to technology,” he said. On a more
positive note, he feels that the virtual
term has “made [him] get into gear and
approach 2021 with new strategies.”
The Visual Arts Department

Courtesy of The Lawrenceville School

this new technology comes with
benefits, Roeckle acknowledges that,
regardless of the type of gadgets
the department uses, international
students will inevitably have a hard
time engaging in performing arts
over zoom, “fighting both time zones
and circumstances where they can’t
practice like they used to.” Certain
students may not have access to
instruments or quiet places to practice
at home, as opposed to the conditions
they would normally have access to
in the Clark Music Center. Roeckle
remains apprehensive towards the
unknown ins and outs of this Winter
Term.

Lyrical Storytelling: Taylor Swift’s Album evermore

Swift posed for her album cover photoshoot.

Sameer Menghani ’24
This past Friday, Taylor Swift released her ninth studio album, evermore. Similar to its sister album,
folklore, which Swift released earlier
this year, evermore explores the stories of different fictional characters
that she developed. Swift’s music
has always contained vivid lyricism, helping her listener dive deep
into the lives and emotions of these
characters. Unlike her past albums
that leaned towards country and
pop, folklore and evermore represent
a new era for Swift’s music as she

explores genres like indie, alternative, and folk, which are relatively
new sounds to her fans. Not only is
evermore’s aesthetic sonically pleasant, but also the album, once again,
showcases her admirable songwriting skills and ability to weave metaphors and double entendres into
her lyrics.
Throughout folklore and evermore,
Swift explores the grey area between
reality and storytelling by using real
events and real people as her main
sources of inspiration. In folklore,
Swift’s fictional characters Betty,
James, and Inez were inspired by

Courtesy of Billboard

the real children of American-Canadian actor Ryan Reynolds. The
characters are the subject of a love
triangle that she references multiple
times throughout the album. For
evermore, Swift took character inspiration from true crimes such as
the 1938 missing-persons case of
Marjorie West, and from her own
friends such as Este Haim. She further connects these individuals to
those in folklore.
By blurring the lines between
fiction and reality, Swift not only
created a universe in which her
characters interact and build off one
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Olivier Giroud: An Underappreciated Star

Kyle Park ’23

“He offers an aerial threat but
doesn’t have the pace;” “He fails to
perform under pressure;” “He lacks
consistency.” If you’re a soccer fan,
you’ve probably heard these comments tossed around about Olivier
Giroud. The soccer community, especially Chelsea FC supporters, is well
aware of Giroud’s tumultuous journey
during his three-year stay at Stamford
Bridge. In the latter half of the 201718 season, Antonio Conte benched
Giroud for Alvaro Morata; in the
2018-19 season Maurizio Sarri preferred Argentinian Gonzalo Higuain.
Since 2019, Frank Lampard has opted
for 23-year-old Tammy Abraham,
making Giroud Chelsea’s eternal second-choice striker.
So it was refreshing to see Giroud
deliver a solo performance without caveat against Julen Lopetegui’s Sevilla
FC––his first start since September.
The Frenchman completed a perfect
hat-trick (scoring with his left foot,
right foot, and with his head) and
fired a spot-on penalty into the top
corner as Chelsea thrashed Sevilla 4-0
to remain on top of the Union of European Football Associations (UEFA)
Champions League Group E table.
Here’s what’s ironic: Giroud can
hardly get playing time at Chelsea
(he played less than 1000 minutes in
the 2019-20 Premier League season)

yet remains a regular pick in Didier Deschamps’ number two-ranked
France squad over elite players such
as four-time Champions League winner Karim Benzema and Manchester
United FC ace Anthony Martial.
Though often overlooked, Giroud is
arguably the best target man in world
football, utilizing his large 6’3’’ frame
to secure possession and free up fellow
attackers. The Frenchman catalyzed
both Eden Hazard’s and Alexis Sanchez’s attacking influence on Chelsea
and Arsenal FC respectively. Hazard
and Sanchez, both world-class wingers, love to cut in from the wings and
penetrate the six-yard box. While
their shooting skills deserve credit,
Giroud consistently created the attacking opportunities by receiving
long passes and dragging out opposing defenders. Moreover, Giroud’s
hold-up play, an intentional dribble
into space to delay until support can
arrive, is often second to none. Upon
receiving a pass, he selflessly buys time
and lays off precise through-balls to
the sprinting wingers. The statistics
also support Giroud’s role in unleashing Hazard in the 2018-19 Premier
League season. In the seven league
games Giroud started, Hazard scored
six times, meaning Hazard netted
37.5 percent of his league goals while
starting alongside Giroud. Following
a 4-1 victory against Cardiff City, the
Belgian forward said: “Olivier’s a tar-
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get man, maybe the best in the world.
When he gets the ball, he can hold
the ball and we can go in deep with
him, so for us it’s a pleasure to play
with him.” Likewise, Giroud didn’t
score at the 2018 FIFA World Cup,
but he remained a starter in France’s
winning squad by contributing to Antoine Griezmann’s goals during the
campaign.
Yet, one must not forget his finishing ability, particular in the air. Since
Giroud’s 2012 debut for Arsenal in the
Premier League, he has scored more
headed goals (31 out of 87 goals) than
any other player. Often in attacks, Giroud initially backs up to beat the offside trap, then rushes in between the
defenders, creating room for a threatening header. Yet, his heading ability

Joakim Noah’s L’ville Career
Andrew Lee '22

Around the Lawrenceville athletic
community, Joakim Noah ’04 is one
of the more recognizable alumni
names. This past week, after 13 years
of playing in the National Basketball
Association (NBA), Noah quietly
retired.The two time All-Star center
most notably played for the Chicago
Bulls, where he made the All-NBA
First Team and won Defensive Player
of the Year in 2014. As a three-year
collegiate player for the University
of Florida Gators, he thrived, leading
the Gators to back-to-back National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) National Championships
and setting the record for most blocks
in an NCAA Championship game.
Though he played most of his
high school basketball at Poly Prep
Country Day School, he still needed
a year to get the best out of college
recruitment. Former Boys Varsity
Basketball Head Coach Ronald
Kane ’83 P’20 recalled Noah’s first
visit at Lawrenceville during a
home football game: “I remember
looking over my shoulder [across]
the football field, and there’s Joakim
cheering for Lawrenceville [and]
blending right in with the Dog
Pound.” And so, in 2003, Joakim
Noah joined Lawrenceville for a
postgraduate year.
Due to his large hands, Noah
never possessed a pretty jumpshot.
But what he lacked in shooting, he
made up for by finessing rebounds,
handling the basketball, catching
awkward passes, and finishing with
ferocity. Under Kane, he was active
whenever he was on the court, but
he “was one of those players you
don’t have to run a play for.” More
than his physical attributes, Noah
was a player full of intangibles; he

was relentless and full of passion,
intensity, and competitive spirit,
revving his team and the crowd after
a big play. Such attributes remained
throughout his NBA career, as Noah
would be remembered for grabbing
boards, pushing the ball through
transition, finishing violently at
the rim, and yelling intensely while
clenching his fists. Noah loved the
game too much not to give it his all.
Typically, point guards serve as the
spark-plug of the team because they
execute the plays and control the
pace of the game. However, as Kane
explains, “Joakim at 6’10” [held] that
leadership quality” which remained
true even in his days in Gainesville
and Chicago.
T h e ro a d f o r No a h a n d
Lawrenceville’s success was not
smooth, though. After defeating St.
Benedict’s Preparatory School, led
by future-NBA player J.R. Smith,
in the regular season at home,
Kane knew that the two teams
would eventually meet again to
determine the season. But as their
season progressed, some turmoil
developed within the Lawrenceville
locker room. It seemed as if each
player had his own frustrations with
the status quo. Heading into the
state championship game against
St. Benedict’s, Kane was not too
optimistic; Smith and company were
eying revenge, and Lawrenceville
didn’t seem to be on the same page.
The night before their final game,
Noah and his teammates held a
meeting to hash out their problems.
“[Some] people talked, some people
raised their voices, some people shed
some tears. But at the end of it,
Joakim stood up and extended his
arms and said,‘If we can play together
we can win this game.’”Though Kane
lacked confidence leading up to the
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game, Kane admits, “Joakim made
me a believer.” Joakim was ferocious
on the court, but when he needed
to, he was a gentle giant. Joakim’s
leadership led Lawrenceville to a
90-68 victory over St. Benedict’s,
claiming the state title in his single
season with the school.
Noah would find similar success
as his career progressed. He won two
national titles with the University of
Florida and was a fan favorite while
playing for the Chicago Bulls. In the
2013-2014 season, Noah finished
fourth in league MVP voting. He
ended his years playing for the New
York Knicks, Memphis Grizzlies,
and Los Angeles Clippers. On
the surface, Joakim Noah would
be described as ‘unconventional’;
throughout his career, Noah styled
his luscious long hair in a bun, pushed
the ball with two hands when he shot,
and his ferocious howl after a play
could be heard all around the arena.
But perhaps what’s overlooked is
Noah’s spirit. From a career spanning
from Lawrenceville to Chicago to
Los Angeles, Noah gave the game
his unrelenting passion.

is not his only forte. Against Sevilla,
notably, the second goal was Messiesque––quick short steps and faultless
touches before a classy chip over the
keeper. It’s the type of quality goal that
you expect from small, agile players,
not a towering man such as Giroud.
Following the world-class performance, Lampard kept the 34-year-old
veteran in the starting lineup against
Leeds United, and it paid off brilliantly. Though Chelsea caught a frustrating start with Leeds’ Patrick Bamford

netting the first goal, the Blues were
quick to respond; Giroud intelligently
positioned himself between the defenders and extended his lower body
to convert right back Reece James’
cross into a much-needed equalizer
before the half-time whistle.
During his seven seasons at Arsenal, Giroud’s tally of 105 goals in 253
appearances aided the team’s success
in multiple Football Association (FA)
Cup and FA Community Shield campaigns. At the international level, he
has 44 goals for his country––making
him France’s second-highest goalscorer––and has eyes on Theirry Henry’s
record of 51. Giroud’s trophy cabinet
is splendid, and it is odd that a career
containing four FA Cups, one Ligue
1 title, three FA Community Shields,
the UEFA Europa League, and the
FIFA World Cup is somehow undervalued; instead, it is one that deserves
a thrilling conclusion. And in the past
few games, Giroud reminded the soccer world that he still carries a unique
threat. So next time you criticize his
lack of flashy skills or doubt his impact on the field, think again. You’ll be
thankful you did.

The NBA
Embraces High Art
Jacob Lee ’22

Cleveland-born artist Daniel
Arsham has recently joined the
Cleveland Cavaliers to become the
franchise’s creative director, a unique
position among major sports franchises.
Arsham will be stepping in to upgrade
the Cavs’ visual brand identity, so his
role will entail modifying court designs,
crafting new apparel and uniforms, and
redesigning several public basketball
courts throughout Cleveland. Digitally,
he will also provide input for videos
and graphics in partnership with the
Cavs’ esports team. Regarding this
opportunity, in his letter announcing
the hire, Arsham expressed that
“basketball, as a global phenomenon,
has been a recurring theme in my work”
and asked, “what can be achieved if we
look at the NBA [National Basketball
Association] from the perspective of
the fans’ visual experience?”
While the Cavs’hiring of an artist like
Arsham is the first of its kind, it is not too
surprising. By partnering with the artist,
the Cavs are continuing a trend that
the NBA has already begun: expanding
their influence on fashion. As one of
the most respected contemporary artists
today, Arsham frequently employs
elements of architecture, performance,
and sculpture to his artworks and is a
relevant figure in the realms of pop
culture, having previously collaborated
with Pharrell Williams, Porsche, Dior,
and Uniqlo. His pieces have already
been displayed at Cleveland’s Rocket
Mortgage Arena, and he has worked
with the Cavs on small projects in
the past.
As part of their movement into
fashion, the league has already signed
a multi-year partnership with luxury
brand Louis Vuitton to create a
menswear capsule and the NBA
championship trophy case. High
fashion has become a priority for players
too, with players like Shai GilgeousAlexander and Russell Westbrook
donning extravagant “tunnel fits,” the

outfits in which players arrive at the
arena which have become an essential
part of the league’s pre-game routine.
Fashion has become a unique way for
players to express their character and
adds to young fans’ increasing interest
in the league. Not only does the NBA
share highlights on platforms like
Instagram, outfit pictures also feature
prominently on the official NBA
account and well-followed accounts
such as “Leaguefits.” Teams are also
releasing new NBA jerseys that stray
away from each franchise’s traditional
colors and designs to add an extra layer
of visual appeal to the game. Such
jerseys can be polarizing, but at the
very least, they attract more eyeballs.
The Brooklyn Nets, for instance,
have released special jerseys inspired
by Biggie Smalls and Jean-Michel
Basquiat, both Brooklyn icons, that
incorporate pop culture into basketball
apparel and all franchises have begun
releasing special edition “City” jerseys
that pay homage to their hometown
with an experimental design.
This signing will open up a special
pathway and establish a blueprint for
other artists to collaborate with NBA
teams. It gives an opportunity for
less-popular teams with unfavorable
geographical locations or that lack
superstar players to gain recognition,
which could potentially help attract
name-brand free agents in the future.
Come 10, 20, or even 50 years, team
locations may not be a deciding factor
in free agents’ decisions, as the team’s
fashionability will be more impactful.
For teams with deeply-rooted traditions
like the Los Angeles Lakers or the
Boston Celtics, this trend opens up
an opportunity to attempt new styles
and maintain their cultural relevance.
Fundamentally, Arsham’s role could
pave a way for increased attention on
the NBA and help the league further
position itself as a pop cultural monolith
as well. An already expanding league,
the NBA could establish basketball as
the most popular sport globally.
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Mailbag: Zoom Sports and Some NFL Updates
Mac Dilatush ’21
Sports go… virtual…
Zoom athletics are a thing, and I
am confused. Lawrenceville wants
to make us attend two sessions of
virtual basketball, or whatever sport
you’re signed up for, for a week. I’m
sorry, what?
If this is Lawrenceville’s way of
sending me a message, I understand.
I’ve definitely put on a quarantine 15.
Still: isn’t this a bit excessive? Zoom
athletics is an oxymoron; it’s not going to help me lose weight. Besides,
Lawrenceville’s already embarrassing
me by making me take math class in
front of my parents. I don’t need this,
too. Can we at least get a Warzone
option?
I promise I’ll run over break. I’ll
cut down on the frozen pizzas I’ve
been pretending are dinner. Heck,
I’ll even take showers and change
out of sweats. So please, Lawrenceville, don’t make me awkwardly do
crunches on Zoom while my family
and classmates watch. I can’t flex my
biceps for a whole hour.
You’ve seen Elf on the Shelf,
but how about Wentz on the
Bench?
Some people think the Founding Fathers’ greatest act was the establishment of a constitution which
enshrined liberty and set this great
American experiment in motion. It’s
now clear, however, that their finest
deed was moving the capital from
Philadelphia to Washington D.C.
Can you imagine if Philadelphia
were the capital? Philly sports fans
are notoriously awful, so awful that
the Philadelphia Eagles’ old stadium
featured a functioning jail cell. A fan
once hopped into a penalty box and

fought Tie Domi, the most infamous
goon in National Hockey League
(NHL) history. Philly fans even
booed Santa Claus—Santa Claus!—
and pelted him with snowballs in
1968, prompting then player Mike
Ditka to complain, “You just don’t do
that to Santa Claus.” If Philadelphia
were the capital, Philly fans would
ruin things; public urination would
be legalized and Congress would
devolve into nutjobs making nonsensical statements like “Nick Foles
is good’’ and constantly fighting each
other. Wait… the latter already happens. Anyways, Philly fans are the
worst, which is why I’ve really enjoyed watching Eagles quarterback
Carson Wentz this year. He’s been
absolutely terrible all season.
Unfortunately, I won’t get to
watch Wentz any longer, because
his coach, Doug Pederson, recently
announced that Wentz will no longer start games. Prior to Pederson
benching him, Wentz was on pace
to join an elite group—he was leading the race for the “Triple Frown”
of quarterbacking: sacks, fumbles,
and interceptions. Only the legendary Blake Bortles, now a practice
squad player, has ever completed the
“Triple Frown.” Sadly, Wentz won’t
join Bortles due to our man’s benching, but I’m still looking towards the
bright side: The Eagles are paying
their backup quarterback a teamcrippling $128 million to sit for the
next three years, unless they find a
hopeless franchise they can trade
him to.
In 2018, the Eagles defeated my
Chicago Bears in the playoffs. Suddenly, everyone on campus had an
opinion on Bears quarterback Mitch
Trubisky and how bad he was. I was
the butt of every joke. Well, who’s

A frustrated Carson Wentz

laughing now? Trubisky’s contract is
up at the end of 2021, but the Eagles
are stuck. Good luck signing players
with all that dead money wrapped up
in Wentz.
Philly fans, you did this to yourselves. You can’t mess with Santa
Claus. He knows who’s naughty and
who’s nice, and he always delivers.
This year, he delivered Wentz on the
Bench—payback for 1968. From all
of us non-Philly fans: Thank you,
Santa Claus.
Stop me if you’ve heard this before: The Browns find a new way to
screw up.
Wow. I knew things were going
too well for the Cleveland Browns.
Just when they start winning, they go
and mess something up. On December 10, the Browns nominated Myles
Garrett as the team’s “Walter Payton
Man of the Year,” an award given to
the player who exemplifies excellence off the field. The list of past
winners includes noted sweetheart
Drew Brees, who founded a charity,
raised some $35 million, and helped
rebuild New Orleans after Hurricane
Katrina. Basically, it’s the good guy
award. Myles Garrett should not be
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up for the good guy award.
In case you don’t follow the National Football League (NFL), here’s
a refresher: Last year, on November
14, Garrett ripped the helmet off
of Steelers quarterback Mason Rudolph. He proceeded to wield that
helmet like a club, using it to bash
Rudolph directly on the head. Garrett only managed to drill Rudolph
once—he attempted to land more
head-shots, but Rudolph’s teammates
rushed to his defense and downed
Garrett before he could go for seconds. Garrett is 6’4” and weighs 271
pounds. He’s an incredibly strong
human. Fortunately, Rudolph escaped merely with a concussion, but
given Garrett’s strength, it could’ve
been much worse. Robert Cantu, the
medical director of the Concussion
Legacy Foundation, stated that Garrett’s recklessness “could have killed”
Rudolph.
The reaction after the game was
swift and appropriate. Everyone
asked to comment said the right
things, including Garrett, who apologized the following night. Things
got sticky a week later, though, when
Garrett appealed his indefinite suspension. During the appeal, Garrett

claimed that Rudolph used a racial
slur to provoke him. Obviously, Garrett’s allegations were serious and, if
true, would cast the whole incident
in a different shade. The problem:
They weren’t true. The NFL conducted a thorough investigation which
“found no such evidence” to support
Garrett’s slander. Moreover, none of
the players on the field—including
Garrett’s own teammates—heard
anything to support his account. In
light of Garrett’s appeal, Steelers
coach Mike Tomlin, one of the most
measured and reputable figures in
the NFL, told ESPN that “I think
[Rudolph’s] reputation needs to be…
defended aggressively,” while reiterating that the NFL “was very clear
that [it] launched a thorough investigation among all parties involved, including…the analysis of technology
that was on the field, and found no
evidence.” Garrett, then, appears to
have not only endangered the life of
another player but also tried to shirk
responsibility through lying.
This is not to say Garrett’s a bad
guy. By all accounts, he is normally
a good dude. His charitable exploits
are well-documented, and they corroborate his reputation as an actively
kind man. Further, his supporters are
correct that one mistake shouldn’t
define him, which is why he still
plays in the NFL and still receives an
annual salary worth over $25 million.
However, as his teammate Baker
Mayfield acknowledged, Garrett’s
clubbing of Rudolph was “inexcusable.” Moreover, his slander was petulant. Maybe in a few years Garrett
will win Man of the Year again and
it will all make sense, but nominating him for a character award now, at
first opportunity after his poor conduct, is callous.

The Return of the NHL Post-Covid

Ethan Markel ’21

The 2020 National Hockey League
(NHL) Stanley Cup playoffs proved
that hockey could be played amidst the
adversity of the Covid-19 pandemic,
but as the playoffs concluded and
the Stanley Cup winning Tampa
Bay Lightning commenced its
celebrations, fans and teams have
started wondering how the NHL
would restart and salvage an already
disrupted 2020-2021 season. The
National Football League (NFL) has
been playing for several months, and
the National Basketball Association
(NBA) is scheduled to start its 72
game 2020-2021 season next Tuesday.
However, the National Hockey
League (NHL) has yet to release
official start dates for the regular
season, despite having concluded the
2020 playoffs before the Los Angeles
Lakers won the 2019-20 NBA Finals.
Of the four major North American
sports leagues, the NHL faces the
greatest challenge in organizing a
playing season, given there are seven
Canadian teams. The US-Canada
border is currently closed and will
likely remain so for the coming
months. One possible solution is to
relocate the seven Canadian teams
temporarily to U.S. cities, following
the format set by the NBA’s Toronto
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Raptors, who are playing in Tampa
Bay for the upcoming season. But
employing this model for seven teams
is much more difficult, not to mention
that it would greatly disappoint and
anger many diehard Canadian hockey
fans; in 2019, the Montreal Canadiens
saw an average of over 21,000 fans per
game, while the Arizona Coyotes and
Florida Panthers each attracted only
an average of just over 14,000 fans
per game. What is certain about the
2021 NHL season, to the relief of
teams and players, is that it will not

take place in a bubble format like the
playoffs. National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) Division I
college teams in the Northeast and
Midwest have begun their seasons
and have done so successfully without
Covid-19 becoming a significant
barrier, as none have allowed live
fans. Certain professional leagues in
Europe have also resumed play and
have also done so successfully. These
models show that NHL teams can
safely travel to play games, and that
a bubble format is not needed.

Last week, NHL commissioner
Gary Bettman revealed that there
would likely be a Canadian division
featuring all the Canadian teams: the
Montreal Canadiens, the Toronto
Maple Leafs, Winnipeg Jets, Calgary
Flames, Edmonton Oilers, Ottawa
Senators, and the Vancouver Canucks.
With seven teams, this proposed
Candian division would be similarly
sized to the Metropolitan, Atlantic,
Pacific, and Central Divisions into
which the NHL is divided under
normal circumstances. The league

would then redraw the 24 American
teams into 3 new divisions given the
Canadian teams’ exclusion. Given
that U.S.-Canada travel restrictions
would prohibit inter-divisional play
with the proposed Canadian division,
for the sake of fairness, Bettman has
stated that teams would only play
other teams within their division. In
a recent interview with The Maccabi
USA Sports Show, Bettman revealed
that it would be unrealistic to start a
traditional 82 game season in January.
Rumors speculate that the season
could be condensed so each team
would play 56 games.The NHL would
likely not allow any fans to attend
games live, following the same no-fan
policy of college hockey.
Unsurprisingly, the pandemic has
been detrimental to NHL revenue.
This is especially difficult for the
league as its 10-year television contract
with NBC expires starting with the
2021-2022 season. The 2020-2021
season would have been key for the
NHL to generate revenue in order
to increase leverage in striking a deal
with broadcasting networks for its
next contract. Similarly to the NBA
and NFL, the significantly reduced
revenue this year for the NHL will
have consequences on team budgets
and major impacts on player salaries,
both of which will likely be reduced.
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Are Players Obliged to Respect the Media?

Andrew Lee ’22

After leaving the Cleveland Cavaliers,
Brooklyn Nets guard Kyrie Irving has
found a second passion outside of basketball: assassinating his own public perception. Though the 2016 National Basketball
Association (NBA) Champion’s on-court
play has never ceased to amaze, he’s been
busy infuriating the media and the fans. Irving has made headlines in the past claiming the Earth is flat, rejecting Christmas
as a holiday, lying to the Boston Celtics’
crowd about his free agency plans, subtly
calling out former teammates, and spewing hilariously wonky philosophical takes.
His absence from the court due to injury
doesn’t seem to help eitherl. But Kyrie
does what Kyrie does; Last week, Irving
skipped his media day interview and was
subsequently fined by the NBA for not fulfilling his media obligation. A day later he
addressed the media on Instagram: “I do
not talk to pawns. My attention is worth
more.”
Irving’s distaste for the media is nothing new. Over the past years, he’s accused
the media of putting words in his mouth,
excessively berating him, and quoting him
out of context. For example, last summer,
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after claiming that his new partner-incrime, former Golden State Warrior Kevin
Durant, is the only player he could look to
take a last second shot, the media and fans
inferred that Irving was taking subtle shots
at his former teammate Lebron James, to
which he responded: “Don’t listen to the
false narratives.” He’s not the only athlete
that has expressed discontent with the
media; case in point: Marshawn Lynch’s
infamous Super Bowl XLIX Media Day
interview, when he answered every interview question with “I’m only here so I don’t
get fined.”
But does Irving’s stance have merit? To

a certain extent, yes. Just as there are bad
basketball players and players that make
mistakes, there are also bad journalists and
journalists that make mistakes. In 2016,
a Houston-based reporter asked Golden
State Warriors forward Draymond Green
multiple times if there was any correlation
between the Houston floods and the Warriors’ performance. Green called out the
reporter for attempting to fish a controversial statement, and the reporter was fired
not long after asking those questions. In
another instance, Durant called out a reporter for generating free-agency rumours
about him without sources from him or his

camp. In general, however, the media holds
high standards of journalistic integrity, and
in Irving’s case, he has not been a victim of
poor journalism.
It’s unfortunate that Irving maintains
such a stance because he is only harming himself and his brand. In sports, the
media serves as a conduit that connects
the fans to the athletes. Fans are interested in their teams and have questions
that they would like the athlete to answer.
The reporters and journalists take fan interest into account and ask athletes those
questions, subsequently publishing the
interviews for fans to engage with. Social
media and platforms such as The Players
Tribune, which allows athletes to write
their own articles, have slightly altered the
media dynamic because now fans can get
a more personal look at athletes. Nonetheless, reporters still report for the fans,
and journalists keep athletes accountable
in their statements. Furthermore, some of
the most iconic basketball moments have
come from players speaking to the public through the media. For example, after
winning NBA MVP, Durant delivered a
touching speech to his mother, finishing
heartfully with “You the real MVP.” After
taking a two game lead in the 2009 NBA

Finals, Kobe Bryant, when asked why he
didn’t seem happier, replied with a stern
face, “Job’s not finished,” a testament to
his relentless mentality. Moments like
these only further generate interest in the
sport and become signature taglines that
improve both the player’s and the NBA’s
profile, which is why the NBA requires its
players to engage with the media. For an
athlete who’s been loved and supported by
his fans throughout his career, Irving has
not only a contractual obligation, but arguably a moral responsibility. By calling the
media “pawns,” Irving disregards the supporters that buy his signature sneakers, the
kids that watch his movie Uncle Drew, and
the fans that buy his jerseys. Because sports
journalism is an avenue for fan interaction
and expression, Irving’s disrespect towards
the media has consequences for his and the
league’s popularity.
No one is telling Irving that he has to
approach the media with a smile, give long
takes, or mention flat-Earth conspiracy
theories in his interviews. Regardless of
how Irving feels about the media and
interviews, it’s certainly something that
he signed up for when he inked his $136
million contract with the Brooklyn Nets,
located in the media capital of the world.

Controversy Over the Big Ten Championship

Ryan Visich ’22
& Sam Koenig ’22

After many long, yet exciting weeks,
we have finally reached Conference
Championship Week in college football.
Just like the year itself, the 2020 college
football season has brought its surprises:
the rise of non-Power 5 conference teams
such as Coastal Carolina and Cincinnati,
but also the cancellation of important games
due to Covid-19, including Minnesota
vs. Wisconsin and Michigan vs. Ohio
State. Similarly Oregon will replace a
Washington squad that cannot meet the
minimum 53-player standard to play in
the Pac-12 Championship. But after this
unprecedented regular season, the two
best teams in each conference will finally
compete to see who is the best in their
respective branch of NCAA football.
In most conferences, decisions as
to the championship contenders were
simple. In the SEC, Florida, coming off
a heartbreaking loss to Louisiana State
University, will look to upset first-ranked
Alabama and the Big 12 game will feature
the electric Iowa State University facing
defending conference champion University
of Oklahoma.
While most conferences smoothly
prepare for their conference championships,
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the Big Ten conference has drawn media
controversy over the teams selected to
participate in their championship game: as
it stands, the two teams fighting for the Big
Ten crown are Ohio State (ranked fourth in
the latest CFP ranking) and Northwestern
(ranked 14th).
There’s no doubt that if both Ohio
State and Northwestern played a full,
non-pandemic-inhibited season with the
performance levels they’ve produced, this
would be a perfectly legitimate matchup.
However, the debate lies in whether or not
Ohio State should have qualified to play,
due to their season only being five games
long thus far—one below the minimum
game requirement to qualify. On December
9, however, the Big Ten announced they’d

eliminate this requirement in order to grant
Ohio State access to play.
At first glance, it may seem unfair that
Ohio State did not complete the necessary
requirements to participate, but were still
awarded the chance to do so. However,
when looking at this unprecedented year
for college football, the decision granting
Ohio State eligibility to play is justified.
Ohio State would have qualified even if
they were to lose their cancelled game
against Michigan, the game that would
have brought Ohio State to the six-game
threshold. The Buckeyes defeated the
Hoosiers this year 42-35 on November
21, keeping Ohio State undefeated and
handing Indiana their only loss. As such,
unless Ohio State were to lose two games

in the regular season, which was impossible
considering they would have entered
the Michigan game undefeated, Ohio
State would have always remained ahead
of Indiana in the standings given their
favorable head-to-head record.
The Big Ten entered the college football
scene later than other conferences, having
taken more caution with the pandemic
than the SEC and ACC, but since they
have, Ohio State has ranked very highly
in all polls. Since their first game against
Nebraska this year, Ohio State has been
ranked third the whole year, until just
coming in fourth in the latest ranking.Thus,
not only does this decision as to which teams
play the Big Ten Championship game affect
just the ultimate Big Ten winner, but it also

plays a role in Ohio State’s bid to play in
the College Football Playoff.
In hindsight, the Big Ten instituted the
six-game rule with the correct intentions
in mind, but the number itself was fairly
arbitrary. Yes, a team should have to play
enough games for the conference to
properly sense the program’s strength, but
since the pandemic’s unpredictability has
affected some universities more than others,
spoiling Ohio State’s championship hopes
for a game their opponent cancelled upholds
only the law as it was written, not its spirit.
It would not make sense for the Big Ten
to have a championship game and not give
its only undefeated team the chance to
win. For a multitude of reasons, granting
Indiana the opportunity to play in the
championship game would not have been
justified. Of the three games that Ohio
State has missed that have kept them
under the six game threshold (Maryland,
Illinois, Michigan), two of those games
were cancelled due to outbreaks from the
opposing team, not Ohio State (Michigan
and Maryland). History is on the line
in this game; throughout the Big Ten’s
long history, no team has ever won the
Big Ten Championship four consecutive
years. When the Buckeyes take the field
against Northwestern in a few days, they
can change that.

StuCo Picks
Esha
Diversity

Caroline & Maia
Social & Sustainability

Lauren & Soleil
Community Service & President

Kate
Arts

Gabe and Sunjay
Athletics and Honor

John
Academics

Proudest moment at
Lawrenceville

the fourth (?) time ms.
hall locked the mcc
kitchen

Teaching Maia how to play
spikeball

Being the first class Mr. Liang
ever taught

mclovin 2020

Being Gabe's friend

Making it to the
Bowl in Splash as a
freshman

What will keep you
going in the winter

My GCAD virtual
background

Yoga with DK

The hope of Mr. Liang's return in
the spring

Zoom filters

Div 10 pro clubs

Space heater

Three words to
describe Stuco

when is smeeting?

Kosoff & Deldge's Children

Oops wrong groupchat

sakana asian cuisine

Sunjay loved "Div 10 pro
clubs"

We're All In

